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Good policies are necessary but insuﬃcient for delivering high quality public services. Building organizations capable of implementing increasingly complex policies at scale is crucial. But most developing countries lack such organizations and – alarmingly
– most are not improving. Eﬀective reforms in China, Singapore, and Vietnam, however, and from unlikely service delivery
successes elsewhere, suggest that three key factors are essential to building implementation capability: beginning with problems
nominated and prioritized by local staﬀ; promoting iterative experimentation to identify a range of plausible alternatives; and
sharing emerging solutions through a frontline community of practice. These factors also suggest there is much to be gained
from embedding researchers into delivery systems themselves, the better to understand context, to map and explain variation,
and to facilitate real-time decision making in response to changing realities.

Most development research papers and debates seek to
discern the implications of empirical ﬁndings for “policy,”
the underlying assumption being that a change in policy
will lead to desirable outcomes. But even if a speciﬁc shift
in policy is clearly articulated, technically sound, and
broadly supported, it cannot be assumed that the government can implement it, especially in low- and middleincome countries. For example, most governments in such
countries have policies to minimize (if not eliminate)
corruption, but too often such practices continue
unabated. Indeed, one could say that a deﬁning characteristic of developing countries is their low capability to implement complex policies, and that policy failure may often
stem less from the policy’s design than its weak implementation.
Beyond policy, issues of implementation can be an important focus of research: How well do governments around
the world implement their policies? Why are some so
much better at it than others? Why are some improving
more rapidly than others? Why are some policies – or
certain aspects of a policy – more diﬃcult to implement
than others? What can be done to improve capability for
implementing public policy?
Answers to these questions are beginning to become
clearer, especially in the ﬁeld of public service delivery,
where implementation quality clearly matters: we all
beneﬁt from clean streets and good schools, we all fear
having an illness be misdiagnosed. Overseeing such
services (if not necessarily delivering them) is a
government’s core responsibility, and the realm in which
citizens and states most frequently encounter one another.
How well a government implements key services determines whether lives are saved or lost, whether citizens
have a hopeful or bleak future, and whether elections are
won or lost. There are powerful moral and instrumental
reasons for “getting implementation right” in all countries,
but especially in developing ones.

What insights does recent research yield?
First, the unhappy news. As table 1 shows, the overall state
of implementation capability around the world – as best
one can measure such vexing issues – is mostly low in most
developing countries and mostly declining. Recent analyses suggest that only one major country outside the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) – Indonesia – is on track to become a “high capability” state – a state that attains the level of the lowest OECD
country – by the end of the twenty-ﬁrst century. At current
rates, many of today’s low- and middle-income countries
will never reach high capability status (see Andrews, Pritchett, and Woolcock 2017).
The picture is little better viewed from the perspective of
national data. In recent years, for instance, successive
cohorts of Indian primary school students have performed
worse on tests of learning (Pritchett 2014). Even returning
misaddressed mail – perhaps the least diﬃcult task that
157 governments around the world have formally committed themselves to doing – seems beyond many states,
including long-established ones (such as Russia and the
Arab Republic of Egypt) (Chong et al. 2014). Anthropologists studying the roll-out of pioneering social programs to
support poor elderly women lament that noble policy
intentions often fail to be realized because, in the poorest
areas, seemingly unambiguous personal facts – age, land
ownership (a proxy for wealth), number of children – are
unable to be administratively veriﬁed, leaving ﬁnal
program eligibility decisions in the hands of frontline
administrators, too many of whom abuse this discretion, in
the process becoming, for these poor elderly women, part
of the problem rather than part of the solution (Gupta
2012).
But the news is not all bad; indeed, there is much to
celebrate and much to learn from in recent studies of
eﬀective public service delivery implementation. A deﬁning characteristic of complex policy challenges is that the
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Table 1. The (Unhappy) State of State Capability around the World
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Initial levels of State Capability (SC)
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SC > 6.5
Total: 8
Medium
4 < SC < 6.5

Total: 45
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2.5 < SC < 4

Total: 32
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SC < 2.5
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Source: Adapted from Andrews et al, 2017, 20. Calculations come from rescaled indicators of state capability derived from three sources (from 2015): Quality of Government
(http://qog.pol.gu.se/); (Failed) Fragile States Index (http://fsi.fundforpeace.org/); and Worldwide Governance Indicators
(http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home).
Note: The number in brackets after some countries is the years it will take for that country to have a high capability state (a state at the level of the lowest OECD country).
Countries in bold are “historically developing countries.” Only 13 of them are on a path to having a “high capability” state by the end of the twenty-ﬁrst century. In those
countries without a number, state capability is declining. g = rate of change; SC = state capability.

quality of their realization almost always varies greatly:
such policies and programs – even when carefully designed
and adequately supported – are likely to work well in some
places and for some people, to have little eﬀect on others,
while for some they may even make things worse. Thus,
the empirical challenge is to map and explain this variation,
and to use insights gleaned from the analysis to guide
possible strategies for improvement elsewhere. A recent
study of education and health care across the Middle East
and North Africa, for example, showed that staﬀ absenteeism at health clinics in the Republic of Yemen ranged from
8 percent to 92 percent. The policy in Yemen, of course, is
that staﬀ should show up for work each day, yet there is
clearly wide variation in how well that policy is realized. In
the highly challenging context of West Bank and Gaza,
some schools are nonetheless able to teach students well
enough that they score at levels comparable to average
schools in OECD countries. How do they do this? By
cultivating a leadership culture that engenders high trust
and cooperation. The principal, students, teachers,
2

parents, community members, and mid-level administrative oﬃcials jointly nominate and prioritize their problems,
and work together to identify and implement locally legitimate solutions (see Brixi, Lust, and Woolcock 2015).
In East Asia, the eﬀectiveness with which service delivery
policies are implemented also varies widely, between and
within countries. Singapore, for example, has risen to the
top of most global measures of state capability despite
being a very poor country less than 40 years ago. A recent
study of the policy implementation strategies adopted by
Singapore argues that while it identiﬁed clear aspirational
goals, it nonetheless encouraged frontline oﬃcials to
experiment and iterate (Goh 2016). Similarly, a study of the
reform process in contemporary China during its rise to
global economic powerhouse shows that local oﬃcials, far
from being required to forcefully apply a rigid singular
strategy, were instead given wide autonomy to use their
personal networks and professional skills to promote
investments, expand economic opportunities, and identify
local solutions to local problems (Ang 2016).
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Perhaps the most spectacular success in service delivery
attainment has been Vietnam’s education performance. In
standardized international examinations conducted in
2015, students in Vietnam attained scores higher than
those in Switzerland, although Vietnam has a per capita
income level roughly one-tenth the size (see ﬁgure 1).
Researchers are still seeking to explain exactly how this has
been attained, but for the moment it seems there is agreement that the familiar “structural determinants” of such
outcomes elsewhere – levels of spending, class sizes,
teacher education, demographic characteristics – cannot
account for it (Dang 2017). However, even if it is likely that
Vietnam’s current success can be attributed to its own
version of the discretionary strategy used in Singapore and
China, caution should be exercised in inferring that particular programmatic details from these countries warrant the
status of global “best practices” that can be readily
adopted elsewhere, with expectations of similarly impressive results (Bold et al 2013). Such “cut and paste” reform
strategies to improve the quality of service delivery – in
which the visible characteristics of successful approaches
(legislation, organizational charts, training manuals) rather
than the context-speciﬁc processes and practices that
generated them – have a long but inglorious history
(Andrews 2013). In many instances, adopting such “best
practice” reforms have enabled leaders to superﬁcially
imbue their actions with legitimacy and thereby claim
“success,” despite the fact that so often they have
achieved nothing of the sort – precisely because actual
capability for policy implementation is not (and has never
been) acquired this way (Andrews, Pritchett, and Woolcock
2017).

Expanding roles for research in enhancing service
delivery quality
The process by which research on service delivery eﬀectiveness is being conducted is undergoing innovations at
multiple levels, from ﬁeld experiments (see Banerjee,
Duﬂo, and Glennerster 2008), to systematic reviews
(Snilstveit et al. 2016) and “big data” analyses, to case
studies (exempliﬁed by the Global Delivery Initiative and
Princeton University’s Innovations for Successful Societies), household surveys, and intensive qualitative investigations (conducted by research teams embedded within
development projects). The complex nature of service
delivery challenges means that, ideally, a diverse but
integrated array of methods and data is needed to
enhance the quality of decision making. But a deﬁning
characteristic of eﬀective service delivery implementers is
that they proceed through iteration. Frequent feedback
from frontline staﬀ and citizens (who in turn are given
discretion, space, and resources to explore a range of
plausible options) can be used to make real-time adjustments to design and practice. This process would suggest
giving priority to research methods optimally placed to
facilitate – and ensure the quality of – such strategies
based on iteration. It would also suggest that, just as there
has been a revolution in recent years in the sophistication
of tools to evaluate projects, there needs to be a corresponding reﬁnement in the tools used to monitor projects,
shifting their role from that of compliance to learning. In
short, broader approaches to both ‘M’ (monitoring) and ‘E’
(evaluation) are needed if researchers are to help implementers achieve their goals (see Pritchett, Samji, and
Hammer 2013).

Figure 1. Some Countries (like Vietnam) Provide Education Much Better than Others
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Rao’s work with the Social Observatory in India exempliﬁes
what such an approach might look like in practice. Drawing
on approaches from across the methodological spectrum,
research teams work closely with project implementers to
discern not just “whether” a given intervention is working
on average, but “how” and “for whom” (see Ananthpur,
Malik, and Rao 2014; Joshi and Rao 2017). It is often not at
all obvious what changes need to be made over time and
across contexts to improve project eﬀectiveness, and most
frontline staﬀ do not have the luxury of waiting three years
for empirical ﬁndings from “gold standard” evaluations to
make decisions. Thus, deploying a mixed methods
research approach to generate “good enough” evidence in
real time is likely to be the most useful (Bamberger, Rao,
and Woolcock 2010). Similar interdisciplinary initiatives to
enhance the quality of service delivery are being
pioneered in Indonesia (Alatas 2017). Dedicated “delivery
units,” such as those being pioneered in middle-income
countries such as Malaysia, can also play an important role
in rapidly sharing speciﬁc insights on innovative problemsolving strategies across professional communities of
practice.

Conclusions, implications, and applications
Development challenges in the coming decades will
require governments to implement increasingly complex
and (potentially) contentious policy agendas, at scale.
Administrative systems that are already struggling will have

to accommodate populations that continue to grow in size
and diversity, and whose expectations of their governments – especially in education – will only rise as the
demands of an increasingly connected and competitive
world becomes apparent (Kim 2017). One reading of the
prevailing evidence would lead to rather pessimistic
conclusions regarding the likelihood that these expectations can be met. But a diﬀerent reading would suggest
that researchers, practitioners, and policymakers have an
opportunity to respond to these challenges in creative
ways, forging innovative strategies built on new understandings of how organizations actually acquire eﬀective
implementation capability.
These strategies have an important place for research,
though one centered less on identifying universal “best
practices” (as determined by international experts) that
can be replicated and scaled, and focused more on understanding the forms and sources of variation from context
to context. Such insights can help identify how and where
local solutions have emerged in response to local problems, and promote the sharing of these insights with
others. Doing this well requires trusting mid-level and
frontline staﬀ to ﬁnd and amplify the successes that someone somewhere somehow has already achieved.
Note. This Research & Policy Brief summarizes insights drawn from a
research conference on “Enhancing the Quality of Service Delivery,”
hosted in Kuala Lumpur in January 2017 by the World Bank’s Knowledge and Research Hub in Malaysia.
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